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“I am utterly captivated by this chapter,
especially by its stories of stones”

“‘Each of you take up a stone on his shoulder, one for each of the tribes of the Israelites, so that
this may be a sign among you. ... these stones shall be to the Israelites a memorial forever.’”
Joshua 4
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S

ometimes we stand where history
was made: The churning memory
of war remembered on Normandy’s
beaches; the horror brought home
following the railway tracks that lead into
Auschwitz-Birkenau; the cost made visible
amidst the endless rows of graves in so
many corners of too many fields. We
have visited great buildings that have
seen history unfold: The crowning of the
monarch and the trial of a traitor; the decree
that set people free and the table at which
a poet wrote wonders. History combines
place and people. And for people of faith,
history unfolds within the purposes and
presence of God. So it is in the book of
Joshua. So it is as we celebrate together the
birth of Christ and the arrival of a New Year.
I am utterly captivated by Joshua chapter
four, and especially by its stories of stones. I
know there is haunting ambiguity in the
Israelite entry across the River Jordan
into the land God had promised to their
ancestors; it is a story rich in meaning but
dripping in blood. There is liberation and
safe arrival but there is also massacre and
destruction. To this
day we live on into a
story that is difficult
in a Holy Land that
is precious and
precarious.
Chapter three
takes us to the Jordan
in an echo of the
crossing of the Red
Sea. The waters have
been miraculously
held back and the
people have crossed
over. Then comes the
story of the stones:

God tells Joshua to appoint a man from
each of the 12 tribes to gather a stone from
the middle of the river (4:2-5). They are to
erect the stones as a memorial where they
camp for the night (4:6-8). Then, like the one
who hides a message under the floorboards
for a later builder to discover, Joshua places
12 more stones on the river bed to create an
underwater reminder (4:9). Place, people
and God are being bound together. And
the crucial point, repeated with slightly
different emphasis, is that these stones have
a purpose: They want to talk; they are to
elicit, from future generations, questions
about why they are there. Thus the story
will be told and retold, keeping alive God’s
saving act as history marches onwards –
memory reinforced and rekindled by place
and stone (4:6-7; 21-24).
Commentators point out that this part of

‘Memory is reinforced
and rekindled by place
and stone’

scripture seems to jumble together several
narratives stressing different points: The
significance of Joshua as heroic leader and
second Moses; a symbolic “crossing over”
from slavery to freedom; the formation
of Israel as a people around the stories
they can share and the teaching they will
pass on; demonstrations of the power
and thus consistency of God for later
generations rereading such stories after
national calamity; the rise of worship based
in sanctuaries rather than a travelling
Tabernacle (Gilgal is named as a powerfully
significant place in verse 19). It isn’t easy for
us to understand all that is going on in these
verses, but clearly these stones are to evoke
storytelling and thence a response. Much
like Christmas and New Year, where we
retell, in myriad ways, the story of salvation:
In a host of carols and a flood of cards; in
internet messages; in Nativity scenes and
decorated trees; in parties and silent nights;
in presents; in resolutions made; in love and
laughter; in keenly recognising the losses
and loneliness that this season can throw
into sharper focus. In all these ways and
more, we set up stones that evoke questions.
Across our churches, and in our
private lives, we can choose to live with
such abundant grace, and such a sense
of God’s blessing, that we establish little
markers, tiny signs that point not to our
own goodness, but to the goodness of the
God who, in Christ, saves all creation. In a
forgetful world, and a culture so far from
the Christian story now that Christ is
deeply unknown, we can behave in ways
that evoke the question: “Why?” Today,
what stone can we set in place that points
others towards God? And tomorrow?
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Chapter & verse – Neil Thorogood (p22)
Read Joshua 4, followed by Neil Thorogood’s article.
1. At the start of “Chapter & verse”, Neil says: “Sometimes we stand where history was
made”. What historic places have you visited? How did they make you feel?
2. In the same paragraph, Neil says: “And for people of faith, history unfolds within the
purposes and presence of God.” How do you understand that statement? Do you agree?
3. In later chapters of the book of Joshua, Joshua and his men slaughter the inhabitants
of the land they conquer at God’s decree (for example, Joshua 10:40). Neil, in the second
paragraph of “Chapter & verse”, says: “It is a story rich in meaning but dripping in blood”.
Is it possible to appreciate the rich meaning of such a bloody story? If so, what meaning do
you find in it?
4. Read verses eight to nine of the Bible passage. Here, Neil says, in paragraph three: “Place,
people and God are being bound together”. What does it mean for place, people and God
to be bound together? Are there places where this is true today?
5. Neil says of the stones: “They want to talk; they are to elicit, from future generations,
questions about why they are there.” How good are we today at listening to what the past
has to say to us and asking questions of it?
6. In paragraph four of “Chapter & verse”, Neil lists five “narratives stressing different points”
that can be found in this passage. Which of those comes across most strongly for you?
7. Read Joshua 4: 10-11, 15-18. What is the significance of the ark of the covenant in this story?
8. In paragraph four of “Chapter & verse”, Neil compares our Christmas and New Year
traditions with what happens in this story. What is the connection between them?
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beaches; the horror brought home
following the railway tracks that lead into
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many corners of too many fields. We
have visited great buildings that have
seen history unfold: The crowning of the
monarch and the trial of a traitor; the decree
that set people free and the table at which
a poet wrote wonders. History combines
place and people. And for people of faith,
history unfolds within the purposes and
presence of God. So it is in the book of
Joshua. So it is as we celebrate together the
birth of Christ and the arrival of a New Year.
I am utterly captivated by Joshua chapter
four, and especially by its stories of stones. I
know there is haunting ambiguity in the
Israelite entry across the River Jordan
into the land God had promised to their
ancestors; it is a story rich in meaning but
dripping in blood. There is liberation and
safe arrival but there is also massacre and
destruction. To this
day we live on into a
story that is difficult
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is precious and
precarious.
Chapter three
takes us to the Jordan
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Sea. The waters have
been miraculously
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over. Then comes the
story of the stones:

God tells Joshua to appoint a man from
each of the 12 tribes to gather a stone from
the middle of the river (4:2-5). They are to
erect the stones as a memorial where they
camp for the night (4:6-8). Then, like the one
who hides a message under the floorboards
for a later builder to discover, Joshua places
12 more stones on the river bed to create an
underwater reminder (4:9). Place, people
and God are being bound together. And
the crucial point, repeated with slightly
different emphasis, is that these stones have
a purpose: They want to talk; they are to
elicit, from future generations, questions
about why they are there. Thus the story
will be told and retold, keeping alive God’s
saving act as history marches onwards –
memory reinforced and rekindled by place
and stone (4:6-7; 21-24).
Commentators point out that this part of
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scripture seems to jumble together several
narratives stressing different points: The
significance of Joshua as heroic leader and
second Moses; a symbolic “crossing over”
from slavery to freedom; the formation
of Israel as a people around the stories
they can share and the teaching they will
pass on; demonstrations of the power
and thus consistency of God for later
generations rereading such stories after
national calamity; the rise of worship based
in sanctuaries rather than a travelling
Tabernacle (Gilgal is named as a powerfully
significant place in verse 19). It isn’t easy for
us to understand all that is going on in these
verses, but clearly these stones are to evoke
storytelling and thence a response. Much
like Christmas and New Year, where we
retell, in myriad ways, the story of salvation:
In a host of carols and a flood of cards; in
internet messages; in Nativity scenes and
decorated trees; in parties and silent nights;
in presents; in resolutions made; in love and
laughter; in keenly recognising the losses
and loneliness that this season can throw
into sharper focus. In all these ways and
more, we set up stones that evoke questions.
Across our churches, and in our
private lives, we can choose to live with
such abundant grace, and such a sense
of God’s blessing, that we establish little
markers, tiny signs that point not to our
own goodness, but to the goodness of the
God who, in Christ, saves all creation. In a
forgetful world, and a culture so far from
the Christian story now that Christ is
deeply unknown, we can behave in ways
that evoke the question: “Why?” Today,
what stone can we set in place that points
others towards God? And tomorrow?
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9. The last question is Neil’s own conclusion: Today, what stone can we set in place that
points others towards God? And tomorrow?
For further reflection:
“Remember the deeds of the ancestors, which they did in their generations; and you will
receive great honour and an everlasting name.” 1 Maccabees 2:5
Prayer: God of our fathers and mothers, and all who have gone before us, we give thanks
for their memory, and for all that we owe them which has been lost from memory. Help us
to remember, and in our own way to set up stones for those who will come after us. Amen.
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